Gameraigal (AC, AIAS, SAW alt. sp.), Kameraigal (SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Cammeraygal (?) (Delete reference in 'RLS' to Iora)

Originally classified with Yuin Subgroup languages but re-classified here by Wurm.

'man' : eo-ra, mulla ? (C:191)

89.3a  Gadhang  About Port Stephens  E22 (AIAS E2)

Gadhang (AC, AIAS, SAW alt. sp.), Kattang (SAW, NH) (Delete Worimi - see 89.3c* below)

A gender distinction appears in 3rd. p. singular Wurm says, and with dhanggadi, Gadhang is one of the least morphologically complex of Australian languages. Holmer has done a comparative study of the above two languages.

89.3b  Biribai  Rollands Plains and  R11 (AIAS E3) possibly Macleay River to Manning River (W. J. Enright)

Biribai (AC, AIAS), Birripi (SAW), Birpai (SAW alt. sp., O'G, 'RLS'), Bilpai (SAW alt. sp.)

Very similar to Gadhang.

'man' : korry, kurri (C:187, 188)

89.3c*  Warrimi  (89.3a)

Warrimi (SAW), Warimai (SAW alt. sp.), Worimi (O'G, 'RLS' 89.3a)

Wurm classifies as a dialect of Gadhang, not an alternate name for, as in 'AL' and 'RLS'.

89.4a  Ngamba  From Manning River to Rolland Plains  E53 (AIAS E5)

Ngamba (SAW, AC, AIAS, O'G, 'RLS')

'man' : koori (C:185)